Chairperson’s Annual Report - 2017 Financial Year
Opening Remarks
The writing of an annual report is a yearly milestone that brings with it opportunity to revisit and
reflect on various stages of an organisation’s life. Just two years ago, Outback Futures was little more
than a tiny, committed group of people who had witnessed a small-scale demonstration of the
dramatically positive benefits of approaching rural mental and allied health service provision
differently.
Convinced this knowledge should not be kept to ourselves, we were desperately trying to continue
services to our existing clients whilst raising our eyes to new horizons, wondering how we could
juggle the not-for-profit paradox! Service provision in remote locations is inherently expensive. The
not-for-profit paradox is the difficult challenge of needing funding in order to provide services, yet
simultaneously needing to be demonstrating effective service provision in order to gain the
attention and trust of major funders. In 2015, we were wondering where our services might be
wanted, how we were going to meet the significant service deficiency that exists in rural Queensland
and how we were going to build financial sustainability into the organisation.
It has to be said, Outback Futures has only survived the last two years of juggling these tensions on
the tenacity, commitment and generosity of its staff. Many people have stepped up to ‘go the extra
mile’ and deliver to our clients a quality of service we could never adequately remunerate. Then,
behind the scenes, key organisational roles of CEO and Clinical Director have been filled part-time or
full-time without any financial recompense.
The Board of Outback Futures simply has no way to adequately thank those who have resolutely
turned the organisation from a nervous ‘not-for-profit toddler’ into the difference-making, indemand organisation that it is today. 2016/17 has seen Outback Futures respond to numerous
requests for services from the central-west, particularly around Barcaldine and Longreach. We are
supporting school communities, sports clubs, in-home care organisations and countless families who
have been impacted by community tragedies, on the one hand, and the more ‘regular’ but no less
challenging demands of living in remote locations. New referrals now come in daily with requests for
help and support.
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Not that the aforementioned tensions have been resolved. Greater demand for services creates
greater demand for funding and whilst the promise of adequate funding seems to always be just
beyond reach, there is a clear sense that we are creeping ever closer to accessing a share of
government money that might allow us to operate with sufficient funding to make provision for all
the roles and responsibilities that will build a sustainable venture.
We continue to covet your prayers and support as we continue this journey.

Simon Gomersall (Board Chair until July 2017)
November 2017

Outback Futures: Mission, Vision, Values
OUR MISSION
To nurture rural Australia by bringing hope, building resilience and strengthening community.
OUR VISION
We see:
 VIBRANT COMMUNITIES
taking responsibility for their own social, emotional, spiritual and educational well-being.
 OPTIMISTIC COMMUNITY-MINDED MEN
making the connection between the wellbeing of their wives and children and property sustainability.
 WELL-CONNECTED WOMEN
with renewed confidence and meaningful networks seeking and utilising assistance from clear access points and
services.
 RESILIENT KIDS
armed with social skills seeing their own potential and a future in rural Australia.
OUR VALUE S
We value:
 PEOPLE.
Both their makeup and context. People deserve to be treated holistically: physical, mental, social, spiritual. Each
person has a unique context to be understood and considered.
 COLLABORATION.
Our program partners (individual and community) are valued for their care, resources and expertise as they
contribute to healthy and effective networks, realising mutual growth. City and country have a lot to offer one
another.
 AUTHENTICITY.
Growth emerges from understanding, appreciating and addressing our own and each other’s vulnerability.
 RELATIONSHIP.
Human flourishing is dependent on building relationships at individual, family and community levels.
 SELF-EFFICACY
The beliefs a person holds regarding his or her power to affect situations and the capacity to successfully deal
with the challenges of life in remote locations.
 CHRISTIAN PRINCIPLES
Emphasising unconditional care, gracious truth-telling and the inherent value of every person.

In the last financial year, the Board approved a change to Outback Future’s organisational tagline. In
terms of actual words, it is a small change, but it reflects our growing understanding of the needs in
Outback Queensland and the small part we can play in addressing those. The OF tagline used to
read:
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To nurture rural Australia by bringing hope, strengthening resilience and building community.
This has been changed to:
To nurture rural Australia by bringing hope, building resilience and strengthening community.
To be clear, the words ‘strengthening’ and ‘building’ have been swopped around. We have
increasingly realized that the quality of community that exists in the Outback is quite remarkable. It
does not need to be built. The work Outback Futures does with clinics and events in communities
can strengthen and encourage that sense of community, we can provide skills and tool to members
of those communities to help them relate more effectively, but we do not need to fundamentally
build community within the populations in which we work. Therefore, ‘strengthening community’
seemed a better combination of words than ‘building community’.
Previously our tagline put together the words ‘strengthening resilience’, but on further reflection,
‘building resilience’ is our preferred option. This is simply because we do not find a lot of genuine
resilience in Outback communities. This statement requires careful unpacking. Without question, the
people of the Outback embody tremendous courage and determination and resolution. But this is
not resilience. Psychological resilience is defined as an individual's ability to successfully adapt to life
tasks in the face of social disadvantage or other highly adverse conditions. It is the capacity to
‘bounce back’ to a place of emotional health after adversity, not just to keep going with gritted
teeth. The capacity to plough through adversity is better described as ‘stoicism’. We have found
incredible reserves of stoicism amongst our clients, but not necessarily the skills, perspectives and
paradigms that are necessary for people to develop genuine resilience. This is a significant part of
Outback Future’s mission, to build resilience.

Board Changes and Funding Opportunities
In the 2016/2017 Financial Year, we welcomed a number of new board members to the
organisation. Peter Whip, an agri-business consultant from Longreach and Robyn Rich, whose family
sustains numerous grazing enterprises agreed to join Tony Simmons, Louise Middleton and Simon
Gomersall as directors of Outback Futures. There were no further board membership changes
throughout the 2016/2017 financial year. However, there are a number of changes that took place
just after the end of the financial year period which will be referred to later.
In September 2016, Outback Futures applied for significant capacity funding from the Tim Fairfax
Family Foundation (TFFF). This was in response TFFF’s invitation to apply. This application took a
team of volunteers several months to complete and sought funding for more than one million
dollars across a three-year period. This would have provided a financial platform for the organisation
to employ a number of key staff, including someone to allow us to further demonstrate the
effectiveness of the OF model of service delivery, gather data to empirically support this assertion,
build a larger fundraising base and position the organisation to seek government funding for its longterm operations.
TFFF indicated that although they were impressed by the work OF had done to date, and were
supportive of OF’s purpose and model, they were unable to fully support our application. A number
of reasons were provided for this decision. One, we are a young organisation. The brevity of our
history and performance represents a significant risk for a potential funder. Two, although we were
seeking funding to develop a number of best-practice business procedures, TFFF indicated these
would need to be in place before they would be confident providing significant funding. Three, TFFF
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had not previously funded in the health sector, so were hesitant to substantially invest in an area
beyond their previous experience.
However, TFFF did very kindly make $100 000 available to us for several specific purposes. First,
$50 000 was given to engage a fundraising consultant to develop a professional fundraising plan and
demonstrate a greater organisational capacity and build a broader base for our program funding.
$30 000 was given to support our own administrative costs as we engaged that fundraising
consultant and $20 000 was provided to continue the Stay-With-Me work being done by various
practitioners with their ongoing clients.
Thus began a relationship with Wendy Brookes Consulting, a Melbourne-based company, who
worked with us for many months, meeting with the OF Board, assisting us with grant writing and
developing a Fundraising Strategic Plan. One of the key recommendations accompanying that plan
was an organisational restructure, to which the board agreed and implemented in July 2017. This
involved the following adjustments:
1. Wayne Middleton resigned as CEO. To this point Wayne had done a remarkable job as a
volunteer CEO, often working late into the night after finishing with his full-time job to
develop and maintain the compliance and business structures that supported the health
services offered to our clients. Wayne also worked incredibly hard to nurture relationships
with potential donors and stake-holders and support the Clinical Director with many nonclinical aspects of the business. He also got his hands dirty, driving trailers to clinics, setting
up and pulling down marquees and generally helping out in an enormous number of ways.
Wayne’s commitment and service could not be measured and Outback Futures thanks him
for so often going above and beyond.
2. Wayne Middleton was subsequently elected as a Director of Outback Futures. His knowledge
of the organisation’s business operations is invaluable to inform good organisational
governance and he understands and even embodies the model and ethos of Outback
Futures.
3. Selena Gomersall was appointed as the CEO of Outback Futures. The Board recognised that
no one can tell the OF story, nor engender passion in potential supporters, nor advocate for
our clients, nor publicly represent the organisation quite like Selena. Having worked
voluntarily as the Clinical Director for several years, she kindly agreed to step into the CEO
role, still as a volunteer, in this challenging stage of transition. Without funds to employ
someone else as a Clinical Director, Selena has embraced both roles with commitment and
vigour. The Board recognises the complexity of the roles she is filling and the enormous
responsibility she has shouldered.
4. Simon Gomersall resigned as Board Chair. It was inappropriate for Simon to remain in that
role when his wife is CEO. Simon does, however, remain a member of the Board and a
Director of the company.
5. Peter Whip kindly agreed to step into the role of Board Chair and was voted into that
position by the Board. Since Peter has assumed this role, he has done remarkable work
building our brand in Outback areas, particularly in the Central West and establishing
relationships with local businesses, agencies and key government representatives. We are
very grateful for the significant time and energy he has invested in this vital work.
6. Louise Middleton resigned as a Director of Outback Futures. This freed Louise to assume a
more operational role beside Selena, acting as OF’s Program Manager, again voluntarily, for
several months in the latter part of 2017. Louise has been a part of Outback Futures for as
long as the organisation has existed. She has faithfully served as a board member and
brought great wisdom and insight to many times of decision and transition. She has also
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been willing to help with any task that supports the organisation. We cannot thank her
enough for all she has done.
7. Wendy Brookes Consulting also recommended that OF pursue new Board members with
expertise in financial and legal areas. We are currently in conversation with two people, an
accountant and a solicitor who have expressed interest in serving in this way.
In addition to the above recommendations, Wendy Brookes Consulting, assisted in the submission of
grants that to date have allowed OF to receive approximately $55 000 for program delivery and
projects. They also assisted us to generate a Case-for-Support that can be used in a variety of
contexts, including with potential donors. A copy of the Case-for-Support accompanies this report.
So, the organisational structure we are working towards is shown below. We have some way to go
and significant money to find for the salaried positions identified, but the needed structure is now
quite clear.

Office Location
Since its inception, Outback Futures has either informally or formally operated out of the
Gomersall’s residence in Kenmore. We were blessed with the space to store OF equipment and offer
an office space with bathroom and kitchen facilities. In Early December 2016, the Gomersalls sold
this residence and moved to a smaller home. This meant that alternative premises were required for
the Outback Futures office and storage.
Toowong Uniting Church had a room under their ‘Church House’ that offered a separate entrance
and toilet and sink facilities. Limited parking would be available onsite during the week. OF has been
able to negotiate use of this room for $6000 per annum, which includes internet usage. We deeply
appreciate the church’s generosity, allowing us to rent space in such a prime business area for such a
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modest cost. It is yet another way the church has expressed its interest in and support for Outback
Futures. A small storage unit has been rented in Oxley to accommodate the marquees, the Paddock
Café equipment and other clinical materials.

Clinical Work
2016 Clinical Work
Following is a summary of the clinical highlights that took place in the latter half of 2016:
July 2016 - An Outback Futures team of seven were part of the Hughenden Annual Rugby 7’s
weekend. Selena and Simon Gomersall were also there to be part of the opening on Friday, with
Selena doing a brief presentation to the Rugby 7’s committee and making introductions to the
Mayor and councillors of Hughenden. Wayne and Louise Middleton led the road team and did some
amazing networking and relationship building with everyone from politicians to publicans and the
general community. OF provided the “Paddock Café”, physio and counselling services, plus we
partnered with Caitlyn Turner and band providing the entertainment for the weekend.
July 2016 - Selena and Simon Gomersall went from Hughenden back to Airlie Beach to be part of the
Olssons (Elders) annual Livestock Nutrition conference. There were about 60 graziers and property
owners plus some stock agents from Elders and the Olssons team. They all participated in Selena’s
presentations on the Saturday and the Sunday, which were interspersed with some powerful
conversations and some useful networking. Very positive feedback was received. Months after this
event, several people in attendance contacted OF seeking assistance.
August 2016 - The Cape River Outreach was again very successful in 2016, with a team of seven
heading out to Wambiana Station. The team comprised a physio, literacy worker, occupational
therapist, counsellor, photographer, psychologist and clinic coordinator. Many of the team were
almost completely booked before leaving Brisbane and all the team were fully utilised. The feedback
received was again very positive and for the first time the women in attendance kindly presented OF
with a cheque for $500 in appreciation.
September 2016 - Outback Futures was approached by GBA Consultants (Engineers) in Barcaldine to
provide some sort of grief/mental health presentation to their staff following the loss of a key
member of their team. They offered to cover all costs and at OF’s suggestion also agreed to organise
and promote a community presentation. A significantly sized counselling team were completely
booked out across the three-day clinic. Selena Gomersall presented to GBA staff, the community and
the Main Roads team, covering over 100 people in total. She also consulted with the local Catholic
School and their principal and staff.
October 2016 - A smaller team of three practitioners returned to Barcaldine to offer follow up
service to the face to face counselling clients from the previous visit. This allowed Pam Seymore to
offer learning assessments to the highest need children at St Joseph’s Catholic School and allowing
Selena Gomersall to offer professional development training to the staff of this school and to
connect with the CEO of Barcaldine Regional Council in order to discuss their invitation to fund a
specific clinic in 2017.
October 2016 - The manager of the Psychology Clinic at University of Queensland requested a
meeting with Outback Futures to discuss partnering with them. The discussion explored ways the
Uni could support the work of OF and, in turn, OF could assist with developing skills and interest in
psych interns for rural and remote work.
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October 2016 - Selena, with Belinda Kippen from Women’s Health Queensland, attended the
Queensland Country Women’s Association state conference in Gladstone, to offer a presentation
introducing the work of both organisations and also offering a market stall for merchandise,
information and introductions. The women responded very positively to the presentations and not
only were many personal disclosures and requests for support made, but a number of invitations
were made for clinics and presentations in 2017.
November 2016 - An Outback Futures team of 10 attended the Charters Towers ICPA Sports Camp
on the 27th Nov. This was the largest team OF had taken to this clinic, and included two youth
mentors and several new team members. Kathy Jones and Wendy Ferguson shared the directorship
of this clinic with Selena Gomersall on call. For the first time there was a ‘pop up’ shop selling OT and
Physio equipment to complement the programs being prescribed.
2017 Clinical Work
The initial months of 2017 were much quieter clinically. In response to TFFF’s request to
demonstrate sustainable program funding and adequate business processes, and with few operating
funds we prioritised three things:
1. Continue to service our existing Stay With Me clients
2. With the assistance of Wendy Brookes Consulting, submit as many grant applications as
possible (fifteen were submitted in this period) and develop as many strategic philanthropic
relationships as possible
3. Develop the business practices and clinical policies to better support our operations
In the midst of this six-month period, Outback Futures received an urgent request to provide
professional support to the town of Barcaldine, once again reeling from yet another unexpected
death. As the clinical team responded, they found themselves renewing existing relationships and
forging new ones. The text below is written to provide, not only information regarding these events,
but also a sense of the ‘feel’ of the Outback Futures team’s involvement across our response to the
two deaths.
CRITICAL INCIDENT SNAPSHOT - THE OUTBACK FUTURES MODEL AT WORK
Critical Incident Response Part 1: RESCUE ME
On the 28th April 2016, Outback Futures received a call from Jane Williams (Chair of Central West
Hospital and Health Services) to report that a young mother from a small rural town had died in the
Longreach hospital. This woman was a much-loved member of the local community and had a
husband and two young children, all very involved in this small town. She asked if Outback Futures
could become involved to support the family at this time.
Outback Futures connected with the family, temporarily staying on the Gold Coast with extended
family for the funeral. The family received counselling on a regular basis for a month, beginning a
relationship and support journey with the dad and children (8 and 10 years). Upon their return
home, Outback Futures continued weekly phone sessions with the father and skype with the
children.
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At the father’s suggestion, the small (25 children) local catholic school then contacted us as the
students and staff struggled with their grief. This mother had been an integral part of the school
community, very involved at many levels. The whole town was grieving. We began supporting the
school by counselling/mentoring the young principal, as she managed the crisis, as well as regularly
supporting the teachers.
A couple of months later, a local engineering firm (where this woman had worked) contacted us and
said that their team were not coping well and neither was the town. They flew our team out.
Outback Futures had two full days of individual counselling sessions with members of the
community. They ran grief workshops for the staff of the engineering firm, the Main Roads staff
(with whom the woman had a working relationship), the school staff and the community as a whole
(connecting with approximately 80 people around “dealing with trauma” and additionally delivering
more than 25 hours of direct clinical service in two days).
For the last 12 months, Outback Futures has continued to offer regular phone and skype counselling
services to many of the community members as well as ongoing remote work with the school to
assist the staff to manage their own grief as well as the children’s. Outback Futures’ involvement
with the school expanded, as other significant needs were identified in terms of learning support
and paediatric assessments for children with learning difficulties. Outback Futures learning
specialists are working remotely with some of these children on a weekly basis and continuing to
support the staff to provide quality services and resources to these students.
There were two return trips to the town on two separate occasions since then, to reconnect face to
face with a number of clients and to offer professional development and training for the staff at the
school once again.
Critical Incident Response Part 2: RESCUE ME
On the 8th May 2017, Outback Futures was contacted by several separate locals in the same town
disclosing that a nine-year old boy had passed away suddenly early that morning, asking for Outback
Futures to return to the town urgently. (Just the week before, a chapel service for the 12-month
anniversary of the young mother’s death had been conducted. This young boy also attended the
small Catholic school and happened to be in the same class as the two children who lost their
mother).
The town was clearly communicating that they were once again in trauma, and needed critical
support from an organisation they trusted.
In response, the clinical director flew to Barcaldine immediately. More team members were flown in
the next day by ‘Vanderfield’ (donating plane and pilot to support the situation) to provide
immediate crisis/initial trauma support.
As the Clinical Director landed, Jane Williams had lined up meetings and appointments back to back
for the afternoon and evening. Connection was made with many different groups: the parents and
siblings of the boy, both schools involved, the football club and specific struggling locals. Outback
Futures then stayed connected by phone and skype following their return to Brisbane later that
week.
Approximately two weeks later, following the funeral and memorial service, Outback Futures put
together a team and developed a critical support program in response to local invitation. Central
West Hospital and Health Service covered the costs for this clinic to take place.
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On Tuesday 22nd May, two senior counsellors, the Clinical Director (psychologist) and a team coordinator flew out and spent an intense 48hours offering group/public presentations on “Living with
Grief”, individual and group sessions with children from the schools, the football club, families and
individuals.
In such a small town, the impact of so many people willingly accepting professional mental health
support is huge. There was a growing sense that they were feeling supported as a community and
that some acute and critical situations were being managed and monitored by a team outside the
crisis with appropriate skills and capacity. Help-seeking had quite ‘counter-culturally’ been
established as a safe and acceptable course of action.
The critical element of this service provision that now needs to occur, is the regular and ongoing
support of many complex and high-risk cases. This work needs sustainable funding to ensure that
this town can continue to receive the support they need on a regular basis, remotely, and gradually
return to a position of stability and well-being.
To illustrate the effectiveness of Outback Futures’ Services, the following tables provide and
indication of the number of people impacted in a small town with a total population of just over
1000 people.

Following community contact from several independent people informing about the death
of a nine year-old boy and a request for urgent support on the ground from Outback
Futures, Selena Gomersall flew to Barcaldine on Tuesday May 9 2017and was followed by
two counsellors for the day on Wed 10.

TRIP 1: BARCALDINE 9 – 10 MAY 2017 (24 hour visit)
OUTBACK FUTURES TEAM MEMBERS: Psychologist, Counsellor, Psychologist intern
CLINICAL
SERVICE
HOURS
(individual +
group)

16 hours

PRESENTATION
HOURS

NEW CLIENTS

PREVIOUS
CLIENTS

PRESENTATION
PARTICIPANTS

30 minutes

36 people

11 people

50+ people

Vanderfield supported this critical response with the use of their plane and pilot.
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TRIP 2: BARCALDINE 23 – 25 MAY 2017 (48 hour visit)
OUTBACK FUTURES TEAM MEMBERS: Psychologist, Counsellor, Counsellor, Clinic
Co-ordinator
CLINICAL
SERVICE
HOURS
(individual +
group)

34.5 hours

PRESENTATION
HOURS

3 hours

NEW CLIENTS

32 people
(+ 50
children in
football
teams)

PREVIOUS
CLIENTS

PRESENTATION
PARTICIPANTS

13 people

35 people

The Simmons family of Emerald supported this clinic by giving the use of their car and
fuel; the team flew into Emerald.

TOTAL
CLINICAL
SERVICE
HOURS

TOTAL
PRESENTATION
HOURS

TOTAL
NEW CLIENTS

TOTAL
PREVIOUS
CLIENTS

TOTAL
PRESENTATION
PARTICIPANTS

50.5 hours

3.5 hours

68 people

24 people

80+ people

IN-KIND SERVICE BY OUTBACK FUTURES FOR BOTH TRIPS: 49 hours

Looking Forward
Following the clinics in Barcaldine, in October 2017, Selena Gomersall and Peter Whip were invited
to present to RAPAD (Remote Area Planning and Development) a board made up of the Mayors and
CEO’s of the seven most western shires in central Queensland. The Mayor of Barcaldine offered
strong advocacy for Outback Futures based on the work we have done in his town. An invitation was
extended to create a proposal to roll out services in all seven Shires. Shortly afterwards, Selena
Gomersall had a meeting with David Littleproud, the federal member for Maranoa, who
communicated with the CEO of Primary Health Networks in the area, whom Selena had already been
in touch with. At the same time, Jane Williams (an advisory Council Member of the Queensland
Mental Health Commission; Chair of the Central West Hospital and Health Board; Chair of the
Central West Rural Wellness Network; and a Wellness nurse in Barcaldine) was praising and
promoting OF for the work they had done in Barcaldine.
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The result of these conversations and numerous meetings, undertaken by various combinations of
people, is that Outback Futures now (in November 2017)have a multi-million dollar proposal before
the government to roll out their services throughout the region. There are many details to be
worked out, significant challenges regarding capacity funding to be resolved and a lot of work to be
done, which we cannot undertake until some funds are available. But our hope is that the coming
year will see significant forward movement in the organisation’s capacity to provide the services
that have been so well received to date.
Financial Reports
Copies of the Outback Futures Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement are on the following
pages. The Board is happy to report that the 2016 financial accounts have been successfully audited
and the 2017 accounts will also undergo the audit process in due course. We must thank Wayne
Middleton for the substantial work he did guiding the organisation through the audit process for the
first time.
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Outback Futures Ltd
11 Grove Street
TOOWONG QLD 4066

Balance Sheet

ABN: 68 457 355 933
Email: simone@outbackfutures.org.au

As of June 2017

Assets
Current Assets
Bank Accounts
Westpac Savings Account
Westpac Chq Account

$122,906.33
$2,601.08

Total Bank Accounts

$125,507.41

Total Current Assets

$125,507.41

Non-Current Assets
Other Receivables
Receivables Related Parties
Prepayments

$4,884.65
$5,326.39
$419.71

Total Non-Current Assets

$10,630.75

Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
GST Liabilities
GST Collected
GST Paid

$136,138.16

$559.10
-$2,071.63

Total GST Liabilities
Payroll Liabilities
PAYG Withholding Payable
Superannuation Payable
Total Payroll Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Other Payables

-$1,512.53
$5,109.00
$19,764.96
$24,873.96
$23,361.43
$3,970.91

Total Liabilities

$27,332.34

Net Assets
Equity
Retained Earnings
Trade Receivables
Current Year Surplus/Deficit
Total Equity

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.
Page 1 of 1

$108,805.82
$73,912.43
-$13,673.00
$48,566.39
$108,805.82
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Outback Futures Ltd
11 Grove Street
TOOWONG QLD 4066

Profit & Loss Statement
July 2016 To June 2017

ABN: 68 457 355 933
Email: simone@outbackfutures.org.au

Income
Grant Income
Donation & Gift Income
Interest Income

$75,737.14
$165,880.60
$292.23

Total Income

$241,909.97

Total Cost Of Sales

$0.00

Gross Profit
Expenses
General Expenses
Accounting/Bookeeping Fees
Computers & Software
Non-Clinical Contractors
Non-Clinical Materials
Office Supplies
Postage
Marketing Expenses
Uniforms
Bank Fees
Government Fees
Fees & Subscriptions

$241,909.97

$3,236.45
$1,223.58
$8,222.95
$889.69
$634.48
$138.60
$5,601.48
$131.70
$551.15
$900.00
$1,655.93

Total General Expenses
Operational Expenses
Clinical Contractors
Clinical Materials
Consultants
Travel Expenses
Parking & Tolls
Airfare
Travel Insurance
Car Hire
Taxis
Fuel
Accommodation
Venue Hire
Food
Other Equipment Hire
Office Rent
Payroll Expenses
Wages & Salaries Expenses
Work Cover Premiums
Staff Training Expenses
Superannuation

$23,186.01
$37,730.00
$864.42
$34,309.75
$416.62
$13,931.06
$41.85
$6,703.51
$81.43
$908.22
$2,309.08
$665.46
$1,307.10
$554.64
$1,363.64
$60,109.60
$689.24
$84.25
$5,472.52

Total Payroll Expenses
Insurance Expenses
Business Insurance
Total Insurance Expenses
Total Expenses
Operating Profit
Total Other Income

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.
Page 1 of 2

$66,355.61
$2,615.18
$2,615.18
$193,343.58
$48,566.39
$0.00
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Profit & Loss Statement
July 2016 To June 2017

Total Other Expenses
Net Profit/(Loss)

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.
Page 2 of 2

Outback Futures Ltd
11 Grove Street
TOOWONG QLD 4066
ABN: 68 457 355 933
Email: simone@outbackfutures.org.au

$0.00
$48,566.39

2017 AGM PROXY VOTING FORM
Company: Outback Futures Ltd
ACN: 169416568

I/WE __________________________________________________ being a member/members of the
above named Company hereby appoint _____________________________ of ________________
or in his/her or absence, _________________________________ of _____________________ as
my/our proxy to vote for me/us on my/our behalf at the meeting of Members of the Company to be
held on the 20th Day of November, 2017, and at any adjournment of that meeting.
 This form is to be used * IN FAVOUR OF / AGAINST (please circle your favoured option) all the
resolutions as presented by the Chair of Outback Futures.
OR
 This form is to be used in regards the following resolutions:
Motion 1

Approve the Minutes of the 2016 AGM
* IN FAVOUR OF/AGAINST

Motion 2

Receive the Chairperson’s Annual Report
* IN FAVOUR OF/AGAINST

Motion 3

Receive and approve the 2017 Financial Statements
* IN FAVOUR OF/AGAINST

Motion 4

Endorse the election of Wayne Middleton to the position of Director of Outback
Futures
* IN FAVOUR OF/AGAINST

SIGNED: __________________________________________________________
This _______________________ day of _______________________, 20 ______
* Strike out whichever is not desired.

